ONLINE ADVANTAGE - ACADEMIC VERSION

PTA OVERVIEW

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
The academic version of Online Advantage is designed to allow academic programs to administer a
comprehensive examination to their graduating students. Academic programs provide students with access to
one or two unique exams. Students can take each examination a maximum of two times during the 60-day
access period.
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ABOUT SCOREBUILDERS
Scorebuilders is a physical therapist owned company whose sole focus is to prepare students for the National
Physical Therapy Examinations. We are passionate about what we do and believe our entire product line
demonstrates our commitment to excellence.

Questions to Prepare your Students
for the Big Day
Each examination consists of 150 multiple-choice questions
designed to emphasize clinical decision making skills.
Candidates take the examinations using a web-based
testing platform designed to simulate the actual NPTE-PTA.

An Early Warning System for at Risk Students
PTA

Academic programs can compare individual student and class performance
in selected system and content outline areas. The information collected can
be used for program assessment and to determine the relative degree of
individual student preparedness.
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Detailed Performance Analysis
Section
Online Advantage allows academic programs to
assess their studentsʼ current examination
performance using a sophisticated performance
analysis section. A Mastery Meter with labels ranging
from “Superior” to “Poor” is used to classify the
overall class performance and each studentʼs
individual performance.

Assess, Assess, Assess
Online Advantage provides academic programs
with instantaneous access to individual student or
class results. The performance analysis menu
allows academic programs to sort results based on
a wide number of variables.

Utilize the Power of Technology
Online Advantage is a web-based application that
collects data from thousands of students who use the
resources annually. This allows Online Advantage to
report items such as the percentage of students
answering each question correctly and the
percentage of students that select each of the four
possible options.

Improve Decision Making
Skills
Expansive explanations of the correct and
incorrect options allow students to quickly identify
essential academic content and improve decision
making skills when selecting from good, better,
and best options.

Identify your Programʼs Strengths
and Weaknesses
The system and content outline analyses offer an
immediate analysis of student performance in specific
areas of the NPTE-PTA. Click on a given area and
immediately review student performance in relation to the
mean score of other users or elect to selectively review
questions within each of the specific system and content
outline areas.
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Study Stacks
Our Study Stack feature allows students to tag specific
questions that they would like to review at a later time.
Students can easily add or remove questions from their
Study Stack by simply clicking the bookmark icon. Review a
created Study Stack in its entirety or by System area.
Customization of remedial activities is a great way to boost
examination scores!

Test Drive Online Advantage!
If you are faculty member and would like to consider adopting
the Online Advantage - Academic Version in your curriculum,
send us an email at info@scorebuilders.com or contact us by
phone (207)885-0304 and we will provide you with a free
access code.

Watch our Online Advantage Academic Version video to better
understand how this powerful
academic resource can assist
your students to achieve their
licensing goals.
https://www.scorebuilders.com/products/
pta/online-advantage-academic

Learn More!

